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“Automakers 
are being 
outperformed 
by smartphone 
software 
providers.”

J.D. Power rating and reviews, 2018







Google 
Automotive 
Services 
(GAS) are 
disrupting the 
status quo

Volvo Polestar 2 IVI



MOBILE COMPETITIVE BETTER NAVIGATION FOCUS ON IVI SYSTEM

Embrace mobile 
SW industry best 
practices
• Online first

• Integrate with user’s 
digital life

• Connectivity required

• Voice centric

• Over The Air                
SW updates

Expand on our 
differentiating 
strength in 
navigation
• Lane based navigation

• ADAS integration

• Up Ahead Warnings 
Visualization

Consider the 
integrated user 
experience for te
entire 
infotainment 
system and avoid 
the phone based 
‘app’ model

STRATEGIC PARTNERS 

Identify 
complementary 
technology 
partners (e.g. 
cloud & voice)

Close collabora-
tion with OEM(s)

How are we moving forward?



Currently in Open Beta. Free app for social navigation



Concept creation - a holistic 
and consistent infotainment 
user experience for car 
drivers



The Navigation Opportunity



Lane position captured via car camera sensor integration



Included in new TomTom Go Navigation



Feedback about what’s ahead and around is fragmented throughout the cockpit 



Ingredients alone don’t make a great meal



Merge various systems in a unified ‘up ahead’ view



Collision warning

Blind spot detection



Lane Keep Assist



Traffic Jam Tail



Autonomous Driving Zone



This document contains certain forward-looking statements with respect to the financial position and results of TomTom’s activities. We 
have based these forward-looking statements on our current expectations and projections about future events, including numerous 
assumptions regarding our present and future business strategies, operations and the environment in which we will operate in the future. 
These forward-looking statements are subject to risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from those 
expressed in the forward-looking statements, and you should not place undue reliance on them. Many of these risks and uncertainties 
relate to factors that are beyond TomTom’s ability to control or estimate precisely, such as levels of customer spending in major 
economies, changes in consumer preferences, the performance of the financial markets, the levels of marketing and promotional
expenditures by TomTom and its competitors, costs of raw materials, employee costs, exchange-rate and interest-rate fluctuations, 
changes in tax rates, changes in law, acquisitions or disposals, the rate of technological changes, political developments in countries where 
TomTom operates and the risk of a downturn in the market. Statements regarding market share, including TomTom's competitive position, 
contained in this document are based on outside sources such as specialized research institutes, industry and dealer panels in combination 
with management estimates.

The forward-looking statements contained herein speak only as of the date they are made. We do not assume any obligation to update any 
public information or forward-looking statement in this document to reflect events or circumstances after the date of this document, 
except as may be required by applicable laws.

You will be solely responsible for your own assessment of the market and the market position of TomTom and you will conduct your own 
analysis and be solely responsible for forming your own view of the potential future performance of TomTom’s business. This document 
does not constitute or form part of, and should not be constructed as, an offer or invitation to subscribe for or purchase any TomTom 
securities. 



Thank you


